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In general we had trouble at each
check, or trouble enough to keep
the pack largely together. (Lord
Raleigh reached the Circle just as
it ended...) So this was a further
proof of the excellence of the
trail. The marathon runners were
proudly sporting their new T-
shirts: and several were pulling
their weight at the checks. Not
just Atalanta, who arrived almost
on time, Body Shop and J.Arthur;
AND SBJ!

Also Ponce. Tequil’Over has a
thing about Silent Knight and
Ponce, as going far too fast and
solving all the checks, but today
Tosser managed to tame even
Ponce. Oh, sure, he led the pack
in, with Atalanta and Brussel
Sprout, but there were times
enough when he was off the mark.
Imagine his surprise to find two
front runners ahead of him, seated
admiring the superb view, from a
memorial bench  inscribed with
Housman’s verse quoted in our
epigraph. Ponce brought along a
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visitor, an energetic girl who
acquired (how? why?) the name
Legless, good company for the
junior Sprout.

To be candid, Tosser managed to
keep the pack together by his own
intervention; the truly runners
completed a bloody great loop
only to find a vast number of
short-cutters following Tosser
back to base camp. Oh yes,
including our Uncle Gerry; and Ear
Trumpet, despite his pride in
having three septuagenarians up at
the front early on. Three? Yes,
the great Icepyck with us;
allowing Bonn Bugle to hand over
the framed photo prepared for
May.... The picture included Elle
T-Shirt, quite rightly, who was
there to admire it.

“Breast and Back” week for the
RA; one Harriette for not carrying
100lbs in her rucksack, another for
keeping  her phone in her bra, yet
another for never wearing one
(except, it proved, to go to the
doctor!)  All good fun....

Three counties he promised us:
hmm.. literally true, though the
shares of Surrey and Hants were
nugatory. The one we see - Sussex
- was well worth the effort, and
seldom can comments in the Circle
have been so uniformly  and
universally favourable. (Let’s not
make a habit of this! Last week
even Gerry  Gurney was piling on
the encomiums....)

Difficult to describe the trail,
almost solely in woodland, after a
while one tree looks exactly like
another. (Anyone else get the
feeling we had been here already?
But we hadn’t.)

Back to my three counties,
“must be a right-hander”, so
Hampshire gts a fair share. Did
Tosser think of this? He laid a
check 150 yards a sharp turn left:
obvious back check! But it wasn’t:
so he managed to fool us with a
perfectly simple forward check......

The Virginal  ( !?)  Tosser  sets
Virg in  run at  V i rg in  Venue and

uses a Virgin Pub!  No less

Grand Master :
BonnBugle

(Jo Avey)
01483 723746 (h)

Joint Masters:
Lightswitch
(Mo Wood)

01372  813392(h)
and

Cardiff Conversion
(Ian Jobe)

  07808 824113(m)

Religious Advisor :
Gibber

(Gerry Gurney)
 01372 386921 (h)

Clutcher’s Mate :
Short An

(Angela Squires)
01372  458892 (h)

Hash Cash :
Chunderos

(Lorraine Piercy)
01372 454907 (h)

Trail Master :
Dr Death

(Peter Fleming)
01932 853660 (h)

020 8751 7051 (w)
DapperHasherie:

Greenpeace
(Cherry Alingham)
020 8390 0302 (h)

Beer Meister:
J Arthur (Thomas)

01483 224491

Joint-Secs :
Vidal

(Yvonne Clough)
01483 277174 (h)

Tequil’ over
(Richard Piercy)

01372-454907(h)
onsec@sh3onsec.org
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The Clarendon Marathon
Enthusiasm not dampened by the April showers one-and-a-half teams turned up at the Golden Arches in

Winchester and then watched the various members of the other team (Atalanta and her Police escort)
making several laps of the one-way system trying to find the start. Eventually all the teams “consolidated”
at Winchester College and, under the grumpy guidance of the team coach (Golden Balls), organised
themselves into two hashlethic gaggles.

Bodyshop and Ken opened the batting on the uphill stretch out of Winchester. Ken outshone most of the
field and took the support crew by surprise by interrupting their tea break after only 47 minutes. A sartorially
elegant Hairy Buns provided the engine room for the A Team on the greasy second stretch, whilst Stilton
declared UDI and set off without his relay “baton” (which had to be taxied to meet up with the next sector).
Two of the pearls in this array of oysters, Nipple Sucker and Atalanta, sped across the Wiltshire boarder to
provide an excellent attacking platform for the “parallel” runners (Cardiff, J-Arthur, SBJ and Popeye) on the
last, and longest, Old Sarum sector into Salisbury.

Apart from the two tumbling tossers (Ken and Hairy Bunns) the entertainment highlight of the day (other
than the bagpipes in Broughton) was Fran’s face before, lemming like, she launched herself into the puddle in
the underpass, only to find it was several feet deep. Absolutely not a word of complaint - and you can tell that
to the Marines! Good on you SBJ, a truly "fantastic performance". Well done.

Both teams finished in around four and a half hours which, as trying to run up some of the hills on wet clay
was like running up the “down” escalator of the Northern Line, was pretty impressive. Several pints were
conquered in the pub afterwards where the times got shorter, the hills got steeper... and the team spirit got
higher. It was generally agreed that a good time was had by all and bar humbug to the also-rans (Bonn Bugle,
Gemma, Gurney, Tequil'Over and Specky). Many thanks to the support crew (Sue, Megan, Golden Balls and
Olive Oyl) who excelled at navigation (shunning sextants and solar observation) for more traditional
methods (upside-down maps)! Fantastic cakes and other goodies though.

OnON Popeye



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey
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1645 22-Oct Herr Flick&Do You?

1646 29-Oct Judy&Chunderous Guildford

1647 05-Nov

1648 12-Nov Cardiff Woking
Leisure
Centre

1649 19-Nov

Run 1644

Date 15-Oct-2006

Hare Lo Profile and First On

Venue Chiddingfold

On On The Crown Inn

SSA ??

OS (186) 962 355

Scribe TeqDirections:

Leave the A3 travelling south at the Milford turn off and follow the
A283 to Chiddingfold.  Park at the top end the Green.

Runs start at 11:00 sharp!

Hare Raizor Info & Scribings to sh3onsec@sh3onsec.org

Scribe

Affix Stamp
 Here

French Hash Bash Booze Cruise
14/10 0700 Park at Popeye’s pad at 3 West Horsley
Place Cottages KT24 6AW, Coach to France; Short
Hash, BBQ, Booze and SHOPPING. Return same day
sometime in the evening £30 includes travel BBQ some
booze.

Not going to Interhash?
THEN Bierfest:- 07.30 for 08.00 Friday 27 October Peace

Memorial Hall, Ashtead
£24 Band, supper, two pints or two glasses ofwine.

Contact: Glow Worm (01372 272108)

Yvonne “Vidal” Clough
Sadly Vidal Died last Thursday and the one minutes

silence we held paid tribute to her and her
contribution to our Hash.

As many of you knew she had been struggling against
Leukaemia for some time.
There is a Memorial Service for all at St. Nicholas
Church, Cranleigh on Wednesday 18th Oct at 12 p.m.
followed by a private Family burial
All are invited to the Wake at a hall near the church to
be advised. No flowers please but donations to Phylilis
Tuckwell Hospice at the church or direct to Cranleigh
Funeral Services, Sussex House Ewehurst Road,
Cranleigh GU6 7AE.
FRB and I, her fellow scribes, express our special
sympathy and appreciation of her tremendous efforts.


